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Selling is a skill. Selling in the ever-changing world of IT training is an art. Martin Bean is a uniquely gifted master of this art form. Now he shares his wisdom, his experience, and his insider’s perspective on the challenges and the opportunities of the IT training marketplace. Learn how you can develop the skills and strengths that will lead you to your goals. If you ’re serious about succeeding as an IT training sales professional, then let "Selling IT Training" be the reference tool and motivator that leads you to that success!     

       About the Author

Martin Bean (Anaheim, CA) is CEO of New Horizons, a leader in the delivery of computer-based testing services for academic assessment and IT industry certification. Previously, Mr. Bean was vice president of sales and market development for Novell Education. Under his direction, Novell built a strong, new education infrastructure in fast-growing, emerging global markets.
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Microelectronic Applications of Chemical Mechanical PlanarizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Chemical mechanical planarization, or CMP, has become one of the newest and most important fabrication technologies adopted by the semiconductor industry  worldwide, despite a remarkably nontraditional and somewhat controversial developmentalhistory. Begun as a mere research and development curiosity more than 20 years ago at IBM, the...
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Handbook of Short SellingAcademic Press, 2011

	This comprehensive examination of short selling, which is a bet on stocks declining in value, explores the ways that this strategy drives financial markets. Its focus on short selling by region, its consideration of the history and regulations of short selling, and its mixture of industry and academic perspectives clarify the uses of short...
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Mathematica for Theoretical Physics: Electrodynamics, Quantum Mechanics, General Relativity, and FractalsSpringer, 2005

	
		Class-tested textbook that shows readers how to solve physical problems and deal with their underlying theoretical concepts while using Mathematica® to derive numeric and symbolic solutions.

	
		Delivers dozens of fully interactive examples for learning and implementation, constants and formulae can readily be...
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Advertising, Promotion, and Other Aspects of Integrated Marketing CommunicationsSouth-Western College, 2006

	The field of marketing communications is ever-changing. Brand managers continually

	attempt to gain advantage over competitors and endeavor to achieve larger

	market shares and profits for the brands they manage. Marketing communications,

	or marcom, is just one element of the marketing mix, but advertising, promotions,...
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Meaning and Mystery: What It Means To Believe in GodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
Meaning and Mystery offers a challenge to the way Philosophy has traditionally approached the issue of belief in God as a theoretical problem, proposing instead a form of reflection more appropriate to the practical nature of the issue.

	Makes use of abundant illustrative material, from both literature, such as Les...
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The Application of Programmable DSPs in Mobile CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is about two technologies that have had, and will increasingly have, a significant impact on the way we all live, learn and play: personal wireless communications and signal processing. When it comes to both markets, history has shown that reality has often surprised the most optimistic forecasters.

We draw on the experience of...
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